
CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

Based on the result of the research toward the comparative study of

extrovert and  introvert students’ On speaking II  Of English Department Of

Tarbiyah & Teachers Training Faculty Of Iain Antasari Academic Year

2014/2015, there are some important conclusion that can be presented by their

writer as follows:

1. Speaking ability of extrovert and introvert students’ of English

Department of Tarbiyah & Teachers Training Faculty of IAIN Antasari

Banjarmasin Academic Year 2014/2015 is in good category which

extrovert got the mean score 82.5 and introvert got 84.2.

2. There is no different between extrovert and introvert students’ in speaking

ability base on the -count (-27.9605) < t-table 5% (0.254) < t-table 1%

(0.330). T-table is higher than t-count Ho (Zero Hypothesis) is accepted

and Ha (alternative Hypothesis) is rejected. The writer concluded , there is

no difference between studendt’s  who are extrovert and introvert on

speaking II of English Department of Tarbiyah & Teachers Training

Faculty.



B. Suggestion

Based on the finding and discussion of the research, the writer

would like to propose the following suggestions:

1. For the fourth semester students of English Department expected to study

hard in English subject  to help them in daily life conversation and all

skills of English and also should be creative students to get more

knowledge, not just from teacher but through English media like English

program at TV or radio, English newspaper and the most important is

practice your English any time and any conditions.

2. For the English teachers, ask students to more practice in english and more

discuss. ideally they should have a vast knowledge in teaching learning

methods and techniques. Using media t omake the class more active and

interesting for their students and make them enjoy in learning although the

material is difficult.

3. The writer realizes that the study however, has not been satisfactory yet.

The writer hopes that other researchers would continue this study to make

this research more perfect and it can be apply for all of the students to

improve the students’ mastery in english especially for speaking.


